
I, Chidhambaram N (190020032), contesting for the post of Cultural Councillor of Hostel 9, if
selected, will give best of my abilities to enhance the hostel culture and propose to do the following:

INITIATIVES
•Will conduct a genre wise introductory session to enthuse our fresh virtual hostel inmates, a
chance to brief them about our hostel culture
•Will create blogs about our hostel, its rich culture and the happenings on the hostel9 website
•Will upload videos on a newly created YouTube account for H9, a platform for the current, past
and the future and collaborate it with the Insta account

FOLLOW UPS
•Will release a Farewell video as an ode to our inmates graduating this year
•Will ensure functioning of the Telegram Channel through initiatives such as Read & Share
•Will push for Improv and Workshops guided by seniors, along with various competitions in
different genres
•Will purchase a camera to capture our rich hostel culture and its happenings
•Will engage through Testimonials,insta quizzes,etc during Cult week
•Will initiate a Merchandise Design Campaign to obtain the best design for the hostel

CULTURAL COMPETITIONS (GC)
•Will update the database of the inmates’ interests genre wise and make them acquainted by
forming groups of like minded people to ensure preparedness in these uncertain times
•Will do periodic info. dissemination through these groups to maintain a healthy discussion
•Will provide Incentives for those who are performing extremely well in the Culturals and
publicize the same on all the social media platforms to keep them motivated

GENERAL DUTIES
•Will release the 2nd edition of the Hostel Newsletter to inscribe the working of the hostel
•Will ideate Hostel Fest 9tanki according to the guidelines issued by the institute
•Will allocate work among the council members and monitor the progress
•Will follow-up on respective genre secretaries' initiatives
•Welcome to constructive criticism, will be accessible and always keep room for improvement
through feedback.
•Coordinate and raise our hostel issues in the Institute Cultural Committee

CREDENTIALS
•   Cultural Secretary, Hostel 9 (Sep’20- present)
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